Greetings from PIS, Ambegaon.

PIS Ambegaon wishes all its students and their families a very happy and successful 2017. The first month of the year 2017 was action packed with various activities that were aimed at firing the children’s imagination as well as instilling a sense of pride in our nation and its institutions.

The theme for this month was “Be Good-Do Good”. The jumpstart events of this theme achieved its objective of making the junior class children expand their imagination and discover what attributes they appreciate in friends. By extension we hope they would emulate these attributes. The jump start event for the senior class children obligated them to understand the similarities and the subtle differences in the thinking and preferences of boys and girls.

Army Day is celebrated on 15 January every year in India, in recognition of Lieutenant General K. M. Cariappa’s taking over as the first Commander-in-Chief of the Indian Army from General Sir Francis Butcher, the last British Commander-in-Chief of India, on 15 January 1949. It is an occasion that is used to remember with gratitude the supreme sacrifice that scores of our brave army men have made over the years, to protect the integrity and independence of our nation. PIS Ambegaon paid tribute to our valiant army men through a special assembly.

This month also featured an important event in our school calendar – the annual sports day. With the emphasis being on participation and sportsman spirit, the event generated a very high level of healthy competition between the various houses. The occasion was also used to showcase mass participation activities like synchronized dancing, marching, pyramid formation etc.

The activities of the month drew to a close with the celebration of the nation’s 68th Republic Day. A disciplined march past by an all girls contingent and a vibrant cultural program that emphasized patriotism were the hallmarks of the day’s celebration.
Date: 2/1/17

Jump start event

‘Be’ – Attitude & ‘Do’ – Attitude

Roll the dice
The theme for the month, – ‘Be Good – Do Good’ kicked off with diverse introductory programs. The jumpstart events were “A Good Friend Is One Who...” and “Boys Like...... Girls Like......” for junior and senior classes respectively. The junior class students looked back on their experiences to examine what good deeds their friends had done to them, which had left a lasting impression. The senior class students had to introspect on what their likes were and understand that their friends could have different likes. These jumpstart events were carried out to capture the students’ imagination and generate interest in the “Be Good Do Good” theme of the month.
Army Day marks a day to salute the valiant soldiers who sacrificed their lives to protect the country and the people living in it. PIS Ambegaon commemorated the 69th Indian Army day by conducting a special assembly. Students dressed up as commandos, enthralled the assembly, by enacting and exemplifying the role of the Indian Army.
Date: 26/1/17
Venue: PIS Ambegaon.
Dance – Desh Rangila
Dance – Salam India
Play – Sanvidhaan
Welcome Song – Jayostute
The 68th Republic Day was celebrated with great pride and enthusiasm in the school premises. The ceremony commenced with the march past by an all girls contingent led by the school vice captain and the school sports captain. This was followed by the rendition of the National Anthem. The Chief Guest addressed the gathering and emphasized the meaning of being a true Indian. The celebrations concluded after a colourful cultural programme of music and dance showcasing the theme of patriotism.
Date: 21/1/17
Venue: PIS Ambegaon ground.

Torch run

Welcoming of the Chief Guest

Felicitations of Chief Guest

Oath Ceremony
Sports meet open
Welcome song – Ashanye khile dil
Pyramid Display
Display of Std. IX and X
The eagerly anticipated sports extravaganza of PIS Ambegaon, was not only about showcasing physical ability, but also amalgamation of culture. It was conducted in the PIS Ambegaon school grounds. The four houses, Aqua, Ignis, Terra & Ventus, competed with each other with gusto, zest and verve in the various track events. Podarites also showcased their skill in dancing, marching and even in a balancing act by exhibiting a pyramid formation. The winners were awarded medals by the chief guest, Mr Karna Mehta. The sports day aimed to emphasize the fact to the students that participation is as important as winning.
PIS Ambegaon flourished in all the areas including Academics, Arts, Singing and Sports.

- Medals for National Cyber Olympiad
- Medals for Archery Competition
- Medals for Skating Competition
- Certificates for Art Competition
Date: 21/10/16
Venue: PIS, Ambegaon

- Silver Medal in Taekwondo
- Medal for Archery
- Trophy for Lawn Tennis
- Trophies for Singing Competition